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The author of Storytelling with Collage, Roxanne Evans Stout, presents a vibrant compilation of rich

photographs, unique mixed-media art and prose that not only tell her story but will lovingly empower

you to tell yours, as well. As this stunning and visually-poetic book unfolds, youâ€™ll be inspired in

many ways: - Uplifted by your original connection to art - Encouraged to see the beauty in your own

world - Reminded to honor your unique creative process Prompts and evocative questions sprinkled

throughout, invite you to reflect and contemplate your own story. These pages call you to add to

themâ€”to write, draw or even collageâ€”and in the process, you will embark on a journey of true self

discovery.
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Roxanne Evans Stout lives the Pacific Northwest with her husband and two dogs. She is the author

of Storytelling with Collage: Techniques for Layering Color and Texture, and has been published in

multiple books and magazines Her art can be found in homes around the world and her workshops,

both live and online, are enjoyed by art lovers from around the world. You can find out more about

Roxanne on her website: www.roxanneevansstout.com

Roxanne Evans Stout has created a book full of visual inspiration! The photographs in the book

evoke the colors, textures, and patterns of the natural world while revealing a mindful point of view

that is unique to the author. I have already gone through the book many times to revel in the rich

visual landscapes. I know this will be a book I will continue to turn to as inspiration for making art

and seeing the world mindfully. I have had the good fortune to take both online and in person



workshops from Roxanne and it has changed the way I look at art and my own process for making

it.

Dancing on Raindrops is a stunning visual journey through the eye of artist, Roxanne Evans Stout,

rich in inspiring photography. Have you ever wanted to peek into and artist studio, see whats on

their work surface, get a glimpse into their ponderings as they work? This book is not your standard

art "how to" book, its so much more! Its a visual photographic journey through one artists work and

studio peppered with thought provoking journal prompts that inspire traditional handwritten

journaling or if you imagination takes a flight of fancy, these prompts can be a springboard for

creating an art journal page with them. My one and only complaint about this stunning book is that it

is not hardback. I have my copy as part of my "favorite" coffee table books that I look through again

and again.

This book is absolutely beautiful! It is a work of art in itself. I love everything about it from the

gorgeous artwork to the beautiful cover to the wonderful paper - everything! I look forward to

Roxanne's next book.

once again I've been taken off into creative lands unknown. This is a book worth buying. It's visual

poetry.
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